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Introduction

Medical diagnosis and treatment has employed ionizing radiation as an indispensable tool since its introduction by Roentgen in 1895. Advances in medical imaging and procedural technology and utilization growth have resulted in an increase in radiation exposure in cardiovascular patients. This has rekindled the controversy as to whether the low doses of ionizing radiation used in cardiovascular care may lead to an increased lifetime risk of cancer, and whether such risks can be justified in light of the established medical benefits.1–9

Recently, the discussion has expanded beyond the medical and physics communities to capture the attention of the media, patients, and lawmakers. In February 2010, the House Committee on Energy and Commerce’s Subcommittee on Health held a Hearing on Medical Radiation: An Overview of the Issues,10 which was followed in March 2010 by a public meeting of the Food and Drug Administration, Device Improvements to Reduce Unnecessary Radiation Exposure from Medical Imaging.11,12 Both of these meetings discussed the need to regulate radiation exposure in the clinical setting. Despite these intense efforts by multiple stakeholders, many unanswered questions remain.

Radiation is an unavoidable part of our daily lives, with varying levels of background exposure from natural sources including radionuclides in our bodies, cosmic rays, ground sources, and radon.13 Although unnecessary radiation exposure is clearly undesirable, the judicious and appropriate use of low levels of ionizing radiation in medical applications is intrinsic to the current state of the art of cardiovascular care. Its application contributes to many other advances that have significantly enhanced the diagnostic and therapeutic approach to CVD by improving diagnosis and procedural guidance and enabling less invasive treatments. These advances in early diagnosis and management, coupled with improved treatment of CVD, have contributed to a remarkable reduction in morbidity and mortality; from 1997 to 2007 the death rate from CVD declined 27.8%.14 Substantial growth in cardiac imaging occurred concurrently with, and may have influenced, the declining cardiovascular morbidity and mortality.19,20 However, the increased demand generated in response to the ongoing technological evolution has resulted in a significant increase in the general population’s exposure to ionizing radiation for medical purposes. A recent report from the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements estimated that the collective dose received from medical uses of radiation in the United States increased by >600% between 1980 and 2006.13

Overview of Patient Radiation Protection in Cardiovascular Care

This report provides a review of the discussions and strategic recommendations from the Think Tank to enhance patient radiation safety for cardiovascular imaging and procedures. Together, these deliberations provide a robust and feasible road map for optimizing radiation safety, reducing patient dose, and obtaining diagnostic quality images while maintaining optimal cardiovascular care through appropriate and best practice use of imaging for diagnosis and to guide therapeutic procedures.

Contemporary Cardiovascular Therapy and Increasing Radiation Exposure

CVD is responsible for 33.6% or 1 of every 3 deaths in the United States, more than any other cause of death. An estimated 82 600 000 American adults (>1 in 3) have some form of CVD, and the lifetime risk for any CVD is 2 in 3 for men and >1 in 2 for women.14 Given the high prevalence and mortality associated with CVD, timely diagnosis and treatment are crucial.

The development and clinical application of imaging modalities, such as radionuclide myocardial perfusion imaging, echocardiography, computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging, fluoroscopy, and angiography have significantly enhanced the diagnostic and therapeutic approach to CVD by improving diagnosis and procedural guidance and enabling less invasive treatments. These advances in early diagnosis and management, coupled with improved treatment of CVD, have contributed to a remarkable reduction in morbidity and mortality; from 1997 to 2007 the death rate from CVD declined 27.8%.14 Substantial growth in cardiac imaging occurred concurrently with, and may have influenced, the declining cardiovascular morbidity and mortality.19,20 However, the increased demand generated in response to the ongoing technological evolution has resulted in a significant increase in the general population’s exposure to ionizing radiation for medical purposes. A recent report from the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements estimated that the collective dose received from medical uses of radiation in the United States increased by >600% between 1980 and 2006.13
with fundamental principles of radiation protection in medicine; a procedure is justified if it is the most appropriate means of accomplishing the clinical goal and is optimized by using the smallest necessary amount of radiation that provides diagnostic image quality (ALARA, or using a radiation dose As Low As Reasonable Achievable). Dosimetry: Measuring Radiation Exposure

Essential to any discussion of radiation safety is the differentiation between exposure and dose. Exposure is the amount of radiation produced by the device and the subsequent ionization of air molecules and is typically and simply measured in air. In comparison, the amount of energy absorbed per unit tissue, referred to as the absorbed dose, is much more relevant to the discussion of radiation risks. Patient absorbed doses vary by organ and body region within a patient. The absorbed dose cannot be measured directly but can only be estimated for a given exam since numerous patient- and exam-specific factors dramatically alter how much radiation is absorbed in different patients for the same imaging protocol from a given device. Thus, even if the scanner-delivered exposure is constant, the number of x-ray photons that reach various tissues and organs varies greatly between individuals. Additional contributors to variability in radiation absorption include machine design and capability, scanning techniques, and other technical parameters. Nevertheless, exposure can be a useful parameter for benchmarking between imaging protocols and institutions.

In addition to the difficulty in measuring the unique dose distribution for each patient for each test, radiation dosimetry metrics differ by imaging modality, making comparisons of exposures from different tests and assessing cumulative dose for a given individual challenging. For radionuclide studies, the administered activity, expressed in standard international (SI) units of Becquerel (Bq), is the standard measurable dosimetry parameter, and internal absorbed doses to the patient may be calculated by standard methods in milligrays (mGy). One millicurie, the traditional unit for activity, corresponds to 37 MBq. For fluoroscopy and cineangiography, the measurable dosimetry parameter include machine design and capability, scanning techniques, and other technical parameters. Nevertheless, exposure can be a useful parameter for benchmarking between imaging protocols and institutions.

The effective dose (E, reported in SI units of milliSieverts, mSv) is sometimes used to facilitate comparisons of radiation exposure across modalities and exams. Effective dose is a surrogate for risk used in radiation protection that reflects a whole-body estimate of the dose value that would yield the stochastic risk equivalent to that of a given nonuniform partial-body exposure to ionizing radiation such as occurs in medical imaging. Effective dose is a generic estimate of risk with a wide margin of error and cannot be measured directly, but instead is obtained from modeling, simulation, and interpolation. Although effective dose can be used to compare different scan protocols or examinations performed with different imaging modalities that use ionizing radiation, it cannot express the biological risk specific to individual patients. However, note that effective dose may be useful in comparisons of the stochastic risk of different medical procedures in population groups that receive ionizing radiation, against each other or against background radiation, whereas direct organ dose calculations are better suited to optimize radiological procedures that involve multiple organs. Despite these efforts at standardization, measurement of radiation exposure and risk is controversial, and there is not universal agreement on the appropriate approach.

Modeling the Potential Cancer Risk Associated With Medical Radiation

The risk of malignancy attributable to “low dose” (<100 mSv) levels of ionizing radiation is extrapolated from follow-up of survivors of the atomic bomb explosions in Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Japan, in 1945. The appropriateness of this extrapolation is controversial because, in contrast to patients who undergo repeated low-dose medical imaging over decades, these subjects experienced a single episode of whole-body exposure to different types and qualities of radiation (including alpha particles) with higher doses delivered over seconds to days. Nevertheless, the “linear no-threshold” (LNT) model derived from these data is currently used as the standard model of potential radiation risk in radiation protection, including the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR) VII report. However, there are some concerns with use of LNT as a standard. The concept of effective dose and the LNT hypothesis were developed for occupational radiation protection and not as predictive biological models for patients exposed to radiation during medical imaging. Further, the assumption inherent in LNT, that cancer risk increases linearly with dose and that there is no dose level below which there is no risk, is challenged by other models that are well covered elsewhere. Finally, stochastic risks are random by definition, and therefore should not be linearly related to cumulative exposures.

Based on the LNT model, the average lifetime risk of cancer mortality in the general population attributable to an effective dose of 1000 mSv (an exposure equal to 50 to 500 typical coronary CT angiograms or radionuclide perfusion studies) is estimated at 5% to 7.9%. However, prospective, long-term observational studies have not unequivocally confirmed an increased risk of solid cancers related to medical or occupational low-dose radiation (<100 mSv) delivered over many years, thereby neither confirming nor refuting the LNT model. This may be because the cancer risk is so small at this dose level that accurate detection of excess risk of over those conveyed by biological factors and other known carcinogens would require tracking >5 000 000 adults over their lifetimes. Epidemiological studies of radiation as a carcinogen are further complicated by the long latency period of most radiation-induced cancers. Despite this uncertainty, stochastic radiation risks likely decrease with increasing age and are lower in men than in women; findings that are particularly germane to the population of patients with coronary artery disease.
Approaches to Radiation Safety

Approaches to patient radiation safety must be lifelong and not confined to simply reducing the exposure during a single test or procedure. From a patient standpoint, the American College of Radiology and the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements suggest that efforts can be divided into those that occur before the imaging or procedure, during the test or procedure to ensure that exposure is minimized, and then afterwards to ensure lifelong safety. The International Commission on Radiological Protection has resulted entirely from increased use. The Joint Commission uses an analogous construct in dividing the requirements for its 2011 Sentinel Event Alert into right test, effective processes, safe technology, and safety culture.

Before imaging or procedures: Tests and procedures utilizing radiation should be performed in the right patient, for the right reason, at the right time, and alternatives to radiation should be considered. Thus, the issue of radiation protection is relevant for every clinician making imaging and procedural decisions. The ACCF appropriate use criteria offer an important framework to ensure appropriate use, whereas concomitant consideration of relative radiation dose levels may be helpful in balancing efficacy and potential radiation exposure to the patient to determine whether the procedure is justified. This step is highly important since the increase in population exposure has occurred in the setting of decreased radiation from each individual test and therefore has resulted entirely from increased use. The International Commission on Radiological Protection and Measurements suggest that efforts can be divided into those that occurs before the imaging or procedure, during the test or procedure to ensure that exposure is minimized, and then afterwards to ensure lifelong safety.

During imaging: Each rendering physician, laboratory, and hospital must be responsible for optimizing the dose delivered for each test or procedure. The need for greater standardization is demonstrated by significant variations (up to 13-fold) in radiation doses for similar types of imaging procedures, within and across institutions for both coronary CT angiography and nuclear imaging. Professional societies have addressed these challenges through the creation of robust procedural and safety guidelines, including those from the American Society of Nuclear Cardiology, the Society for Cardiovascular Angiography and Interventions, the Society for Cardiovascular Computed Tomography, and the Society of Nuclear Medicine. Newer technology has already enabled dramatic dose reductions for cardiac computed tomography angiography (eg, prospective electrocardiogram-triggered axial imaging) and nuclear (eg, use of technetium instead of thallium, reduced-dose imaging using high-sensitivity cameras) and holds promise for additional future dose reduction. Additional attention to dose management and optimization would be facilitated by equipment capable of automatically providing radiation exposure estimates for benchmarking, quality improvement, and research, and by ensuring that users understand how to properly operate the equipment.

After imaging: Although it is likely that more appropriate utilization and further improvements in technology will reduce overall radiation exposure to patients, these necessary interventions are not sufficient to ensure patient safety across multiple episodes of care for multiple diseases delivered by many providers. Although cumbersome and burdensome to providers of imaging services, reporting doses from individual exams using the electronic medical record or alternative methods is essential as a quality improvement tool for the purposes of benchmarking and radiation minimization. However, tracking cumulative dose in a given individual is both difficult to do accurately and has no clear value for improving long-term patient safety, given the inherently random nature of stochastic events. Further, whether or not such information can be used to better inform decision making on types of diagnostic studies to be performed for each episode of care is unproven. One exception to this is tracking exposure during a single episode of care involving repeated or high exposure, such as percutaneous coronary interventions or ablative treatment of arrhythmias, which may put a patient at risk for deterministic effects. Similarly, it is recommended that short-term follow-up be performed after high-dose fluoroscopic procedures (ie, >5 Gy) to detect and treat any resulting deterministic effects.

Developing an Action Plan for Cardiovascular Radiation Safety Stakeholders

The uncertainties surrounding the actual levels of patient dose related to cardiovascular care, the assessment of potential competing benefits and risks, and the need to develop practical approaches to radiation safety and education of physicians, patients, and the public require the input and expertise of many relevant stakeholders. Such collaboration and cooperation recognizes the unique knowledge, perspectives, and experiences of each group. Therefore, 1 of the critical strategies in achieving the Think Tank goals was to identify and bring together these stakeholders to join in radiation safety improvement:

- Research scientists; funding agencies: Radiation biologists and physicists working in both the basic and applied sciences perform much needed research about the biological effects of radiation exposure and how to quantify radiation dose.
- Healthcare professionals; professional and scientific organizations: Physicians and physician societies are primary stakeholders as requestors and providers of testing that has been demonstrated to improve morbidity and mortality and as the guarantors of optimum safety for their patients. These groups are responsible for developing and implementing optimal imaging procedures and educational initiatives and should play a collaborative role in developing standards and regulations regarding radiation safety. In addition, they are responsible for defining the content of undergraduate, graduate, and continuing medical education.
Patients, public, and media: In the absence of a universal medical record, the patient may be the only source of information regarding prior procedures and radiation exposures. Further, as with all care, patients should be educated to make informed decisions, which implies a basic level of knowledge as well as provider disclosure of potential radiation-associated risks related to testing and procedures. In the absence of a universal medical record, the patient can take an active role by keeping a record of his/her exams and question the need for tests so they are not repeated unnecessarily.

Critical Areas and Strategies for Action
The Think Tank organizers identified 4 critical areas for which experts were charged with defining 3 to 5 goals and associated strategies required to achieve these including methods, responsibilities, stakeholders, and implementation time frame. The time frame was meant to convey the urgency of the issue as well as relative priorities of different recommendations. The topics were

1. Quantifying the estimated stochastic risks of low-dose radiation associated with cardiovascular imaging and therapeutic procedures.
4. Educating and communicating with multiple groups to increase awareness and achieve goals in minimizing exposure.

Group 1: Quantifying the Estimated Stochastic Risks of Low-Dose Radiation Associated With Contemporary Cardiovascular Imaging and Therapeutic Procedures
Current, ongoing radiation biology and epidemiology research efforts are robust but still insufficient to fully address critical questions raised by the need for improved radiation safety. Identified needs are presented in Table 1 and as follows.

Basic and translational research into the mechanisms by which radiation-induced cellular DNA damage and cellular repair and misrepair mechanisms affect radiation-related carcinogenesis should be encouraged and supported, with particular attention to the low-dose–response relationship at the molecular and cellular level. Several areas of research were identified as important:

1. Biological markers of injury. Currently, it is unknown which, if any, clinically obtainable biological markers of radiation injury (such as DNA double-strand breaks or sister chromatid exchanges in blood samples) predict radiation-induced cancer. Identification and clinically available testing for such markers may allow better patient risk stratification.
2. Models of injury. Mechanistic biology-based dose–response models at the level of cellular protein abnormalities hold the promise of predicting malignancy induction with better resolution than epidemiological studies. Such new models are being used to study recently identified potential confounders of the current understanding of the dose-response relationship at low-dose ionizing radiation, such as genomic instability, bystander effects, or adaptive responses. A National Institutes of Health workshop to further explore the opportunities in this area would be an important first step toward dedicating funding.
3. Because the science and methods of radiation dosimetry are complex, better techniques for modeling and simulation are needed to estimate radiation dose and the potential biological impact. These same methods would
likely have relevance to the public secondary to application related to occupational exposures, nuclear accidents, or acts of war/terrorism.

Implementation: 2014 and ongoing.

**Epidemiologic research** is required to define the true long-term risks of exposure, especially in those at high risk (such as children or those with multiple, serial exposures). The stochastic risks of serial low-dose exposures are inadequately defined; research into statistical and mathematical models should be encouraged. Another area for research is how repeated exposure should be added to calculate risk as there are widely varying recommended adjustment factors (dose and dose-rate effectiveness factor). Creation of multispecialty registries with large sample sizes or augmentation of existing registries is a promising prospective approach that would support development of novel methods for modeling absorbed dose to provide more accurate patient-specific doses. However, significant obstacles exist, including statistical validity and power, incorporation of epidemiological expertise, length of follow-up, obtaining accurate estimates of relevant organ doses, tracking nonmedical radiation exposure, generalizability of findings, and sources and availability of funding. At present, a number of populations with prolonged exposure to higher than average levels of radiation (ie, radiation accidents or limited radiation protection) are being studied.


**Group 2: Measuring and Reporting Radiation Dose in Cardiovascular Imaging and Therapeutic Procedures**

The accurate estimation of dose for even a single medical exposure requires numerous assumptions and complex modeling performed by medical physicists. Thus, rigorous radiation dose estimates are typically obtained only in specific situations, when detailed dosimetry is required (such as suspected overexposure, equipment malfunction, and exposure during pregnancy). Despite having significant inherent uncertainty and unclear utility and not intended to be used in individual patients, the radiation protection quantity of effective dose is sometimes used for this purpose in the absence of a better estimate. This is especially true in the range of <50 mSv, a threshold that is rarely crossed by single exposures for diagnostic imaging purposes. Measuring and communicating effective dose provides only a limited estimate of potential biological risk and should be used only with great caution to estimate benefit-to-risk analyses. However, given the heightened concern regarding radiation exposure and potential deleterious effects on health, effective dose is an estimate of potential detriment that can be used to compare biological risk of different medical procedures against each other or against background radiation, as well as to optimize safety of procedures requiring radiation. Ongoing efforts to develop a better and easily obtained measurement for tracking and assessing biological risk are needed. The following 4 strategies were recommended (see also Table 2).

**Strategy 1: Establish and Implement Standards to Ensure Consistent and Complete Recording of Radiation Exposure and Patient Parameters Required to Estimate Dose**

The measures of exposure and patient parameters necessary to accurately model patient radiation dose (age, sex, height, weight, detailed anthropometry, and part of the body exposed) are well established for most modalities, although the biokinetics of nuclear radiopharmaceuticals are less well known. When applicable, exposure or dose estimates should be systematically and automatically captured at the time of medical imaging. Properly formatted through a newly developed Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) standard, this metadata combined with measured procedural dosimetric data could be used to provide source data for population-based studies and research to improve our understanding of exposure, absorbed dose, and potential biological effects. Resources to define and implement the new standards that would be required to embed needed patient and technical factors within the practice of medical imaging should be made a high priority at this time. Once established, collection of these data should be automated and

---

**Table 1. Strategies for Quantifying the Estimated Stochastic Risks of Low-Dose Radiation Associated With Contemporary Cardiovascular Imaging and Therapeutic Procedures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Primary Responsibility</th>
<th>Stakeholders</th>
<th>Implementation Time Frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic and translational research in radiation biology</td>
<td>• Research scientists</td>
<td>• Professional and scientific organizations</td>
<td>Ongoing; funding for additional research by 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Evaluate biological markers of cellular radiation injury as predictors of radiation-induced cancer</td>
<td>• Physicians</td>
<td>• Industry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Determine the dose-response relationship between radiation and molecular and cellular effects</td>
<td>• Funding agencies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Better techniques for modeling and simulation to estimate radiation dose</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epidemiological research on population effects of radiation</td>
<td>• Research scientists</td>
<td>• Professional and scientific organizations</td>
<td>Ongoing; registry by 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Long-term studies of patients at high risk (eg, children, high exposures due to occupation or accidents)</td>
<td>• Physicians</td>
<td>• Hospitals and testing/procedural labs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Large prospective registries focused on defining stochastic risks of radiation exposure</td>
<td>• Funding agencies</td>
<td>• Payers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Develop models of risk related to chronic or serial exposure to low-dose medical radiation</td>
<td>• Industry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
universal. Until this can be accomplished, all reports should document radiation dose in terms of the standard measurable dosimetry parameters that are used to define diagnostic reference levels. For example, for CT the CTDI(vol) is displayed on all scanner consoles manufactured after 2006.

Implementation: 2012 and ongoing.

Strategy 2: Expand or Develop Central Registries Related to Radiation Exposure and Cardiovascular Imaging to Support Best Practices and New Research
Development of an automated, multispecialty national dose registry (and incentives for participation) would collect objective data for research and allow facilities to compare doses to national reference levels, which would be a major improvement to quality assurance practices. The Food and Drug Administration and other organizations have promoted the development of registries for the purposes of developing national diagnostic reference levels and best practices for facility quality assurance. The value of benchmarking providers to their peers has been amply demonstrated to rapidly reduce radiation dose to levels consistent with best practices for a given exam or device. Registries would help with transparency by providing authoritative and objective data on actual exposures, which in turn would inform more meaningful discussions by public, governmental, health advocacy, scientific, and professional groups. Work to ensure that patient privacy and validity of the data should be supported as part of the process.

Implementation: 2013 and ongoing.

Strategy 3: Develop and Implement Standards for Communicating Radiation Exposure Beyond Effective Dose
Given the complexity of developing standards in the science and terminology of communicating radiation exposure, dose, and potential risk from medical imaging studies to patients, providers, and the broader community, this task will require the resources and investment of many stakeholders. In the short term, available measures of exposure such as dose-area product should be documented in clinical care and reported as part of all clinical trials involving radiation use. To avoid conflicting language and variable implementation, a standard vocabulary to reduce jargon and the development of systems to support these standards are needed to provide consistent and complete information to patients and providers and to promote appropriate utilization. Once created, use of these standards should be mandatory.

Implementation: 2012 and ongoing.

Strategy 4: Minimize Deterministic Effects
Although much of the concern revolves around late, stochastic effects, in very rare situations, high exposures to diagnostic radiation can result in short-term deterministic effects that may occur when thresholds for biological damage are exceeded. Since these deterministic effects are predictable, all healthcare professionals and imaging laboratories should be aware of them, and the dose actively managed throughout the procedure. In addition, robust safety practices should be instituted to ensure real-time detection if dose thresholds are ever approached, with mandated reevaluation of the imaging or therapeutic strategy of the particular procedure.

Implementation: 2012.

Group 3: Strategies to Minimize Radiation Dose: From Single Episodes of Care Involving Cardiovascular Tests and Procedures, to Systems Change
Methods exist to achieve substantial reduction in radiation dose. However, gaps in provider knowledge, differences in image acquisition protocols, and limited transparency lead to delays and fragmentation in the implementation of existing

Table 2. Strategies for Measuring and Reporting Radiation Exposure and Dose in Medical Imaging

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Primary Responsibility</th>
<th>Stakeholders</th>
<th>Implementation Time Frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Create standards and mandate recording of relevant radiation exposure and patient parameters</td>
<td>• Industry&lt;br&gt;• Healthcare professionals&lt;br&gt;• Radiation physicists&lt;br&gt;• Payers&lt;br&gt;• Funding agencies&lt;br&gt;• Professional and scientific organizations&lt;br&gt;• Industry</td>
<td>• Patients, public, media&lt;br&gt;• Regulators&lt;br&gt;• Professional and scientific organizations&lt;br&gt;• Healthcare professionals&lt;br&gt;• Professional and scientific organizations&lt;br&gt;• Certifying and accrediting organizations&lt;br&gt;• Payers&lt;br&gt;• Regulators</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expand or develop central registries with radiation exposure data to support best practices</td>
<td>• Healthcare professionals&lt;br&gt;• Radiation physicists&lt;br&gt;• Funding agencies&lt;br&gt;• Professional and scientific organizations&lt;br&gt;• Industry</td>
<td>• Patients, public, media&lt;br&gt;• Regulators&lt;br&gt;• Payers</td>
<td>2013 and ongoing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop and implement standards and systems for communicating radiation exposure beyond effective dose</td>
<td>• Industry&lt;br&gt;• Hospitals and testing/procedural labs&lt;br&gt;• Certifying and accrediting organizations&lt;br&gt;• Regulators</td>
<td>• Patients, public, media&lt;br&gt;• Professional and scientific organizations&lt;br&gt;• Industry&lt;br&gt;• Healthcare professionals</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce exposures that cause deterministic effects through enhanced exposure monitoring and warning procedures</td>
<td>• Industry&lt;br&gt;• Hospitals and testing/procedural labs&lt;br&gt;• Certifying and accrediting organizations</td>
<td>• Patients, public, media&lt;br&gt;• Professional and scientific organizations&lt;br&gt;• Industry&lt;br&gt;• Healthcare professionals</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
dose-reduction opportunities. Reducing the population burden of medical ionizing radiation will require collaboration, interventions, and accountability at the level of individual patient care episodes, healthcare providers, radiation physicists, imagers, and healthcare systems. The Joint Commission has recognized the need for such systems change and provided a strong incentive for compliance with its Sentinel Event Alert.41

Appropriate patient selection reinforced through decision support tools and provider education can reduce the performance of inappropriate medical imaging procedures.16 The lack of incentives to “do the right thing” and engrafted practice routines that may reflect medical–legal and economic concerns may hinder the adoption of appropriate imaging use. Application of existing ACCF appropriate use criteria could reduce these barriers. Tools in development include multimodality appropriate use criteria, which will simultaneously assess the appropriateness of testing alternatives in specific clinical scenarios, including methods that do not involve ionizing radiation and imaging performance measures. To fully implement any of these, the healthcare system should develop incentives for their use.

In performing appropriate studies, substantial radiation dose reductions can be achieved by application of existing technologies. For example, adjustments in cardiac CT acquisition protocols can lead to significant dose reductions through the application of reduced tube potential, and performance of prospectively triggered versus retrospectively gated image acquisition in properly selected patients.59 However, diagnostic image quality must not be compromised, and the point at which dose minimization may have an unintended negative consequence on diagnostic accuracy remains uncertain. Prospective implementation studies of optimal techniques and protocols suggest that diagnostic image quality can be retained while using dose-reduction techniques,57,60 making inconsistencies in the application of dose-reduction strategies a lost opportunity.

There are many opportunities to reduce variability in the performance of procedures that use ionizing radiation for guidance, such as patient shielding during fluoroscopic procedures, reduction of fluoroscopy and cineangiography procedural times, and image processing techniques to eliminate unnecessary duplicated images and radiation exposure. Following existing and future guidelines and implementation of robust quality control measures can be accomplished immediately. In addition, novel complementary stereotoxic and magnetic resonance navigation technologies and nonfluoroscopic techniques such as optical coherence tomography ultrasound guidance (OCT/US) for anatomical assessments are promising.36 Similarly in the area of radionuclide imaging, recommendations have been made for the use of stress-only imaging, positron emission tomography, and adaption of new camera technology that allows a dramatic reduction in the dose normally administered.39 Further technical refinements will lead to new opportunities for dose reduction, and an initial focus on standardizing terminology and harmonizing methods will facilitate their implementation across technical platforms, with avoidance of overly proprietary techniques. Preventing the emergence of unproven modalities confused by proprietary jargon will require demonstration of benefit/risk during the regulatory approval process and be reimbursed such that providers of services are strongly encouraged to adopt innovative protocols.

Sustained education and quality improvement programs can lead to meaningful radiation dose reduction.61,62 Such programs should recognize the opportunity to engage, not only imagers, but also ordering physicians in efforts to achieve population dose minimization through education on test and procedure selection. For example, dose administration should be a routine part of laboratory quality programs. Leverage of payment models emphasizing appropriate use and quality imaging performance could further bolster efforts at dose minimization.

Recommended strategies toward dose minimization that leverage existing and future technologic advances include the following (see also Table 3).

**Strategy 1: Education to Create a More Uniform Understanding and Approach to Dose Minimization Techniques**

**Method 1:** Adopt mandatory annual live or online training on basic radiation safety techniques for healthcare providers involved in the ordering or performance of medical procedures using ionizing radiation. A model for this approach is provided by current requirements for training for universal precautions procedures mandated through hospital accreditation organizations and current state mandates for fluoroscopy training. Topics could include radiation safety, alternatives to use of tests with ionizing radiation, and principles of patient selection. Because there are few current requirements for any form of radiation training for providers who order procedures, such education should be integral to general as well as procedural cardiology training programs and continuing medical education.

Implementation: Before 2014.

**Method 2:** Adopt a professional approach through emphasis on the principles and practice of radiation dose reduction as core knowledge within professional education including cardiology and subspecialty board certification materials and examinations.

Implementation: Before 2015.

**Strategy 2: Quality Metrics—Quantitative Reporting of Quality Metrics on Testing**

**Method 1:** Implement internal reporting of quality metrics, including appropriateness of testing, use of dose minimization strategies, objective image quality assessments, and facility-level radiation exposures for common testing categories.

**Method 2:** Once in place and validated, internal metrics should be elevated to become national, publically reported standards.


**Strategy 3: Common Industry/Technology Standards**

**Method 1:** Develop common protocols, definitions, parameter settings, and device settings that ensure satisfaction of basic standards while allowing innovation. From a public health standpoint, robust quality control measures which
reduce variability may provide more benefit than the latest advances.

**Method 2:** Continue to reduce exposure through the development and use of improved equipment, technology and techniques, shielding, and validated uses of contrast agents and radiopharmaceuticals.

**Implementation:** Ongoing.

**Group 4: Education and Communication for Physicians, Patients, the Public, and Media**

Heightened concerns about the health effects of radiation associated with cardiovascular tests and procedures mandate education of healthcare professionals and the public about the benefits and risks associated with medical exposures. The ability to accurately assess radiation dose, to correlate the dose with biological response, and to communicate these complex scientific issues to the public represents a major challenge. There are 4 important strategies for communicating the balance between the health benefits of cardiovascular imaging and the risks to stakeholders, including patients, physicians, technologists, industry, and the general public (see Table 4). This information exists in various forms and is directed to varied audiences that often do not communicate with each other, and when they do, understanding may not occur due to differences in presentation and comprehension.

**Strategy 1: Identify, Catalog, and Develop Educational Resources**

Published scientific and Web-based information on the risks and benefits of ionizing radiation provided by professional and medical societies and government agencies should be made available to the public, patients, and professional and medical practitioners. Because accessing this information at the appropriate level of understanding can be difficult, it should be modified and cataloged for the appropriate stakeholders so that it remains factual but does not require an advanced knowledge in radiation physics to be understood. Primary responsibility rests with professional and medical societies and government agencies that have sufficient knowledge to provide accurate information. Safeguards must be put in place to avoid having these organizations lobby or market on behalf of their technologies or members, but rather to create factual and bias-free material with the emphasis on full explanation of risks and benefits. Such efforts to date have included: [http://www.imagewisely.org](http://www.imagewisely.org), focused on getting practitioners to avoid unnecessary ionizing radiation studies and to use the lowest optimal radiation dose for necessary studies; [http://www.pedrad.org](http://www.pedrad.org), focused on lowering radiation doses in the imaging of children; and [http://www.radiationanswers.org](http://www.radiationanswers.org), focused on explanations of radiation and exploring myths and benefits; and the International Atomic Energy Agency’s Radiation Protection of Patients ([https://rpop.iaea.org/RPOP/RPoP/Content/About.htm](https://rpop.iaea.org/RPOP/RPoP/Content/About.htm)). Once the existing resources have been identified, it is expected that knowledge gaps will require the creation of stakeholder-targeted educational resources by appropriate professional groups. Government agencies such as the National Institutes of Health, Food and Drug Administration, and Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality may have oversight and participatory roles in this effort.

Because the majority of the needed material already exists, the timeline is relatively short for this effort. The greatest
need for development is for simplified material aimed at ordering physicians, patients, the general public, and the mass media. Management and coordination of the effort and the distribution process represent another challenge. Although Web-based access is the fastest and least expensive, accessibility may be limited to many of the stakeholders, and development of alternative methods such as social media, mailings, radio, and television should be considered.

Implementation: 2012.

**Strategy 2: Identify and Disseminate Best Practices in Diagnostic and Procedural Imaging**

Medical and professional societies have developed guidelines for when and how to perform cardiovascular imaging studies.16,25,37–40,42–47 This approach first looks at the appropriateness of a given study and has been validated by evidence that incorporation of appropriateness guidelines into automated decision support systems limits growth in the numbers of medical imaging procedures.63 If a study is inappropriate, there is usually minimal benefit, and even a minimal risk from ionizing radiation is too high. Once a study is deemed appropriate, it should be performed using the best available imaging equipment and protocols for dose optimization to get the most accurate diagnosis. Accreditation of laboratories providing services is recommended, and tests should be performed and images interpreted by certified physicians. Both should include requirements for demonstration of radiation safety knowledge and best practices. These best-practice methods for imaging using ionizing radiation need to be distributed to all the stakeholders and knowledge requirements implemented.


**Strategy 3: Heighten Awareness of Radiation Benefits and Risks**

Media reports about radiation accidents engender fear of low-level radiation among the general public. Patients with apprehension about radiation may hesitate to receive appropriate cardiovascular imaging and should be included in conversations that recognize both benefits and risks, as befits the need to ensure true informed consent. Healthcare providers need to be cognizant of this fear, as well as of the potential risks and benefits of imaging with ionizing radiation.

As part of these communications, it is important to convey the quantitative uncertainties about the continuous variables of dose and risk estimates. Given these uncertainties, the American College of Radiology has proposed an approach of categorizing imaging studies by relative radiation levels that differ by orders of magnitude rather than precise dose estimates. In addition to the difficulties in expressing exposure, expressing potential risks can also be challenging to accomplish in terms that are meaningful to patients and clinicians. For example, the concept of “attributable lifetime risk” of cancer mortality may be difficult to understand, even if it is compared with hazards of everyday life such as likelihood of dying from a motor vehicle accident or the risk of a medical error. Consideration of stochastic radiation risks in cardiovascular care should include, in addition to incidence and mortality of cancer, quality of life and cost to society, and should be compared with the burden of CVD, especially if not appropriately diagnosed or treated. Because decisions on care must be individualized, such potential risks are best communicated in the setting of a strong physician–patient relationship.

Implementation: 2015 and ongoing.

**Strategy 4: Identify, Monitor, and Minimize Unintended Consequences**

Healthcare providers need to help patients understand the benefits of cardiovascular imaging and minimize situations where patients avoid potentially life-saving procedures because they involve ionizing radiation. Avoidance of cardiac imaging procedures by the elderly or patients with short life expectancies may ultimately limit access to the benefits of earlier diagnosis and optimal management with improvement in quality of life. Primary responsibility for avoiding such unintended consequences for all the listed stakeholders rests with all providers of health care who are responsible for determining whether diagnostic or therapeutic procedures are

---

**Table 4. Strategies for Education and Communication**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Primary Responsibility</th>
<th>Stakeholders</th>
<th>Implementation Time Frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identify, catalog, and develop education resources</td>
<td>• Professional and scientific organizations</td>
<td>• Patients, public, media</td>
<td>2011–2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Regulators</td>
<td>• Healthcare professionals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify and disseminate best practices</td>
<td>• Professional and scientific organizations</td>
<td>• Patients, public, media</td>
<td>2012–2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Certifying and accrediting organizations</td>
<td>• Healthcare professionals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Industry</td>
<td>• Professional and scientific organizations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Regulators</td>
<td>• Industry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Payers</td>
<td>• Professional and scientific organizations</td>
<td>Ongoing; 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heighten awareness of radiation</td>
<td>• Professional and scientific organizations</td>
<td>• Healthcare professionals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Develop and test new methods of communicating the risk</td>
<td>• Funding agencies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and risk benefit of low-dose medical radiation</td>
<td>• Industry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Healthcare professionals</td>
<td>• Healthcare professionals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Research scientists</td>
<td>• Funding agencies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Hospitals and testing/procedural labs</td>
<td>• Industry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ongoing recognition and minimization of unintended</td>
<td>• All stakeholders above</td>
<td>• Patients, public, media</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consequences</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Healthcare professionals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Payers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
justified or whether there are other opportunities to obtain equivalent information/results. Monitoring will be an ongoing process.

Every effort must be made to keep the dose As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) while at the same time keeping the benefit from diagnosis and optimal management As High As Reasonably Achievable (AHARA). We recognize that implementing best clinical practice using ionizing radiation and monitoring and recording radiation exposure are essential steps that must be implemented by those providing the tests as well as by referring physicians. This is an ongoing process.

Summary and Next Steps
The DCRI, ACCF, and AHA Think Tank was convened to better define the issues and needs around patient radiation safety in cardiovascular imaging and to develop an action plan to guide future efforts. As a 1-day meeting, the discussion and recommendations are necessarily limited in scope, and should be seen as exploratory rather than definitive. Nevertheless, several important lessons can be gleaned.

Continuing the progress on improving radiation safety as it relates to cardiovascular medicine will require the efforts of numerous stakeholders in healthcare, government, and patient advocacy. Further enhancement of radiation safety will require the combined efforts and continued engagement of multiple and diverse professional groups, industry, and government. At the same time, it is unclear who will be the “convener” or facilitator for these efforts in cardiovascular medicine. This is a role that may fall naturally to professional societies, such as the ACC, although to date, imaging specialty societies such as the American Society of Nuclear Cardiology, Society for Cardiovascular Computed Tomography, Society for Cardiovascular Angiography and Interventions, and Society of Nuclear Medicine, and radiology organizations such as the American College of Radiology and the Health Physics Society have been more active. A first step in uniting the efforts of multiple organizations and stakeholders is the development of a glossary of organizations and a clearinghouse for ongoing and planned activities. This would allow for less overlap and a more comprehensive and collaborative approach to the issues of radiation safety.

The lack of clarity regarding the relationship between medical radiation and any untoward stochastic events in an individual patient is a significant impediment to setting specific patient safety exposure standards but does not preclude robust quality improvement efforts. Basic and clinical research (and the funding to support it) is needed to understand the risks of the low-dose, multiple exposures that are characteristic of most cardiovascular uses. Without accurate risk estimates, it is impossible to assess the benefit-to-risk relationship for an individual patient. However, efforts to better apply the basic principles of radiation protection and facility-level tracking are eminently feasible, with the collection of population-level dose data already demonstrated to improve patient care.18 Nevertheless, funding mechanism(s) for the many crucial initiatives outlined in this document remain a challenge.

At present, the infrastructure required to support dose assessment for quality improvement purposes is not in place. The needs range from standardization of terminology to adjustments in equipment capabilities to automatically track exposure, patient parameters, and dose during clinical workflow. Although the primary burden rests with industry, other stakeholders need to support and encourage these improvements, perhaps by requiring compliance to achieve implementation.

Careful patient selection and avoidance of inappropriate testing and procedures including use of ACCF appropriate use criteria is an important Think Tank recommendation. Another important strategy is balancing the requirement to effectively guide each episode of care with the need to minimize exposure.

Enhancement of patient safety through adherence to the principle of As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) to guide protocol considerations, the development of lower-dose radiation equipment and complementary technology, and widespread application of proven dose-reduction techniques are critical. Recent society guidelines, technology development, and other research have been effective to date, but the collation, dissemination, and implementation of best practices is a particular need, and may require “encouragement” from governmental and accreditation agencies. Additional areas in which “encouragement” may be helpful include reporting of quality metrics and incorporation of requirements for professional certification and maintenance of certification of personnel.

Although safety is always paramount, consideration of the benefits as well as the risks of medical tests and procedures is in the patient’s best interest, as is the use of sufficient radiation to ensure diagnostic or therapeutic success. Attention must be paid to optimizing patient care and not merely technical information. Another unintended consequence of too-tightly controlled radiation exposure may be the introduction of unwarranted fear in the patient/public community leading to refusal of necessary test and procedures. Although some of the recommendations of this Think Tank may appear onerous to some stakeholders, the most successful change management initiatives balance “carrot and stick” approaches.

It is only through focused attention on an improved understanding of the scientific and technical considerations related to radiation exposure and practical application of these principles in the day-to-day care of patients that radiation safety will be improved. For these efforts to be successful, they must be conducted by multidisciplinary teams of medical and nonmedical scientists, with support from professional societies representing the active commitment of the house of cardiology. Funding agencies, payers, and industry must recognize the importance of this work to public health and invest in radiation safety. Professional societies and regulators in particular need to ensure timely implementation of these recommendations, and monitoring must be implemented to guard against unintended consequences. It is hoped that these Think Tank proceedings will stimulate and support meaningful continued efforts in the future in this important area.
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